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I
ASEISMIC DESIGN OF ELASTIC STRUCTURES

FOUNDED ON FIRM GROUND

L. E. Goodman,' E. Rosenblueth,' and N. M. Newmark,'

SYNOPSIS

A rational basis for the design of earthquake-resistant structures is de-
veloped. Structures designed on this basis will have uniform strength in the
sense that each element will have an equal probability of successfully with-
standing strong-motion earthquakes of the general type recorded by the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey on the North American continent. The theory is
based on inferences drawn from accelerograms of strong-motion earthquakes
and on the theory of probability. While the general method of approach is
capable of wider extension, conclusions of the present study are limited to
structures whose behavior Is elastic and which are founded on ground of stiff-
ness comparable to that of sites at which reliable earthquake accelerograms
have been recorded.

INTRODUCTION

There is an important branch of engineering seismology concerned with
the analysis of structures subjected to earth tremors. In recent years Im-
petus has been given to this work by the availability of reliable accelero-
grams of some fourteen strong-motion earthquakes recorded by the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey. The complexity of the recorded ground motions,
however, has been a handicap to analysis and (even more) to design. Details
of future ground motions can hardly be anticipated by the designer. Progress
in analysis has leaned heavily on the construction by means of the torsion
pendulum (I)' or digital and electronic analogy computing machinery (2) of
'response spectrums' giving the maximum response (stress, velocity, or dis-
placement) of a single-degree-of-freedom structure as a function of its na-
tural period. More or less idealized spectrum diagrams have been proposed
as a basis for structural design (3, 4).

An entirely different approach to the design problem is suggested by the
discovery of G. W. Housner A.M. ASCE (5) that, so far as their effects on
structures are concerned,; destructive earthquakes may be regarded ais suc-
cessions of perfectly random motions. Reference here Is to local effects at
surface sites near the epicenter and not to disturbances recorded saismo-
graphically after having been propagated over long distances. The latter have,
of course, been studied extensively. Iocal effects, on the other hand, deter-
mine whether a given structure will or will not fail. They are influenced in a
complex way by local geological and topographical conditions. The discovery

1. Research Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois.
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3. Research Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Illinois.
4. Numbers in parentheses, unless otherwise identified, refer to the 131bilo-

graphy at the end of the paper.
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that perfectly random pulse sequences produce spectrums which do not differ
significantly from those uf recorded accelerograms opens the way to a syste-
matic analysis of the probable effects of such motions on structures.

The chief advantage of the approach advanced here lies in its ability to es-
tablish a basis for design in which every part of a structure will have anequal
probability of successfully withstanding ground motion.5 What that probnbili-
ty ought to be-or in other words, the Intensity of earthquake [or which a
structure should be designed-is a question the answer to which will always
depend upon engineering judgment based on accumulated experience of seis-
mic destructiveness In various regions of the world, and on the Importance
of structural Integrity to public safety, as well as on economic considerations.
In this respect aseismic design resembles the design of darns to resist flood
contingencies. The present approach based on the theory of probability also
makes possible the prediction, in a statistical sense, of the relative magni-
tudes of earthquake effects in different existing structures and in different
parts of any one structure.

Consideration has been limited in the present work to structures whose
behavior can be idealized as elastic or which are subject to viscous damping.
Conclusions presented are applicable only to structures that rest on furma-
tions having a considerable stiffness, comparable to that of the ground where
reliable accelerograms have been recorded. While the method of analysis
has been extended to structures resting on soft formations, the somewhat
different response of such structures and the additional assumptions which
are required indicate the desirability of a separate treatment.

STRUCTURAL RESPONSES

For convenience of reference certain relationships of use In connection
with the motion of structures are stated in this section. Developments of the
theorems are available in texts dealing with the theory of structural vibra-
tions (6, 7).

Figure I Is a schematic representation of any linearly elastic structure
having a simple degree of freedom. If the system starts from rest at time
t = 0 and the support undergoes a motion xg(t), the displacement, x, of the
mass relative to the support is, at time t,

x~ I faa tsttt
Here superscript dots indicate differentiations with respect to t.
xE = absolute displacement of the mass
p = 1k/7n - natural (circular) frequency of system
k = static force required to produce unit relative displacement of the mass

and Its support
m = mass of system
The natural period of the system is

T = 2(7r (1 a)

5. Uniform-Safety design has also been advanced in a manuscript "Analysis
of Seismic Forces' 1950, by 0. W. Housner, A.M. ASCE.
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The dimensional units in which these quantities are measured must, of
course, be mutually consistent. In the English system of units, for example,
xsxz and x would be measured -in inches, p in radians per second, k in lb.
per foot, m in lb. sec2 per inch, xg in inches per second per second, t and T
in seconds. The dummy variable t, which disappears on Integration, stands
for time.

Equation (1) can be used for a study of actual structures if the effects of
damping, ground coupling, and higher modes of vibration can be neglected.
Under these circumstances the support in Fig. 1 represents the foundation of
the structure; the spring represents a group of flexible elements and the con-
centrated mass stands for the mass of the structure and of the loads which it
supports.

Ideal elastic systems having a single degree of freedom and no energy
losses are referred to as simple structures throughout this analysis.

Engineers are agreed that in general several modes of vibration of struc-
tures are transiently excited by earthquakes (8). To take account of additional
degrees of freedom, the natural modes can be treated separately as individual
simple structures. Total responses-by which Is meant either stresses or
deformations at any point-are, at any given time, the algebraic sums of those
associated with the several natural modes considered. For example, the dis-
placement x, relative to the ground, at any point of a structure, can be com-
puted by means of the expression

X .- - ) (2)

where N = the number of degrees of freedom of the structure number of
modes considered.

pi - natural (circular) frequency of the I th mode
al is a dimensionless number, the excitation coefficient of the mode

and the symbol indicates that the'sun: of terms of this kind for all the

modes l= 1 .2,...N is to be taken. This equation can be written in the form

xt = .. T flsT (3)

where 0 is a convenient shorthand symbol for the sum of a number of sine
functions

Pf

(t- -t pT,) d irT (3a)

It may be noted that the first part of the Integrand of Equation (3) ig, involves
only the nature of the ground motion and is Independent d the structure In
question, whereas the second part, 4(t-t) depends only on the properties of
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the structure and not on the particulars of the earthquake.
The function 0 may or may not be periodic. In some instances, e.g., the

shear deformations of tall uniform structures, the frequencies of all higher
modes are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency. In this case ¢ Is
periodic and its period Is then the same as the fundamental period of the
structure.

When xg(t) = 0 for all values of t greater than, say, t', Equation (3) can be
written

) j x jt) y't-t) dT %, 4 .t (3b)

whereupon. integrating by parts and recalling that the structure starts from
rest, one finds, for t > t'

- I t

Setting kg(t') = I and letting t' approach zero, one can see that the displace- t
ment response x(l) to an instantaneous unit increment in ground velocity oc-
currirg at = 0 Is numerically identical with 0(l). Sudden changes of ground t
velocity will be referred to as acceleration pulses.

Stresses and bending moments, as well as structural deformations, can be
obtained, In the usual way In which displacements and stresses are related,
in terms of linear combinations of displacements measured relative to the
ground. Expressions similar to Equation (3) can be established for any of
these types of response or for their first derivatives with respect to time.
The functions 0 which appear in these expressions will, of course, differ for
different kinds of response.

Similar relationships can be derived for systems subject to viscous damp-
Ing. For example, the function 0 governing relative displacement In a struc-
ture having a single degree of freedom Is, under these conditions

-l -c6i,-V ((3d)

where

(3e)

and the damping force Is 2mck. Expressions of the form of Equation (3) also
hold for elastic structures coupled to the ground, provided the ground can be
treated as an elastic body (which may have Internal viscous damping).

In all cases the amount that any Individual acceleration pulse, Rgdt, con-
tributes to the relative displacement, x(t), is independent of the remainder of
the ground motion. For a ground motion consisting of a sequence of such
pulses, x(t) can therefore be obtained by adding the products of all the pulses

349-4
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multiplied by a function 0 whose value Is independent of the ground motlon.
., the The conclusion follows from Equation (3) and It Is true also as regards
digher stresses, bending moments, and shears in the genetral types of structurt
Ise 4 1s under consideration.
the

RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO IDEALLY RANDOM
can be GROUND MOTIONS

A) Prediction of Response at Any Time

As a first approximation to true earthquakes we consider motions cmasul-
(3b) Ing of random arrays of concentrated acceleration pulses. tt hr are* a -.

ber of aspects of the pulses which may be made random. MaMy of these dl.
rerent ways of specifying random pulses lead to substantIally the same Itnal

3 from results and at least one of them has been studled previously (9). In tl of
the fact that the final velocity of the ground after an earthquake Is sro. It It
reasonable to Idealize earthquake motions as sets of pulses selectd sbjet
to the condition that their sum be zero. The pulses are taken to be diAtrib
uted In time In a random order, either at closely and uniformly spaced Inter-

X (3c) vats. or at randomly spaced Instants of time. In either cte (be onaber of
pulses Is large and the magnitude of the largest puls Is smzall to eoarscis
with the sum of the absolute magnitudes of all the pulses. This apra" to be

place- true for all reliable strong-snollon accelerograms of destructive eartquakes.
Ily oc- Therefore, thc probability theory of large numbers nay be aspled to latrue.
ground lures affected by them wlthout Introducing excessive error.

Displacements relative to the ground are given by Equation (3). TbrWaore,
, can be when the ground motion consists of a series of pulses of myagitud#
!lated, 4 J x+e

(0 he U
ny of X dt(41
time. 1'
Ifer for t- 6

is damp- the relative displacement at time t Ia
a struc-

X = E T(t-tL)L t(4a)

(3d) Here ti denotes the Instant at which the pulst ul ocwrs. The threm toilows
from Equation (3c) and the linear relationship betweem stalk foes SL dis.
placements assumed to be valid for the class of structure under dis"Ws.

All Individual terms of the type 44t-t)ul re small In coaperisom with
Z3e)t-tJuIj. It the fundamnt l period of the structure is small competed

with t, every such element has practically random a*a. The elesbme
4(t-t)ul can be likened to the random errors whIeb arts Is a sdrks of I1e-

(3) also pendent measurements. The response s would correspod tp the sum of a
I can be large number of such errors.

According to the theory of probability (10.11), the pritlablty dtrmtlka
t, con- of a quantity x determined by a serles of ramdom eets Is given by
Inder of
such 6. Verttcal lines indicate that the quantity ecclosed Is to be takes as postfhe.
e pulses only its magnitude being of interest, e'g., 1-31 * 3.
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where P(xi,x,) is the probability that x lies between the values x, and x7 and

a Is the standard deviation of values or x from the mean. In this case the I there

mean Is zero; motions In either direction being equally probable. The quan. instant.

lily (f Is a measure of the dispersion or variability of the quantity x from Its

mean value.
From a structural viewpoint, however, one Is more interested In the aver-

age value of lxl resulting from a very large nunmber of determinations of x.
This quantity Is designated as the 'expected' value of lxi, Etxj. In a similar
way we may also think of the expected value of x7, E&Y). This last Is related
to the standard deviation, a. It follo,

tt E (.zV (5a)

E i'
It can alto be shown (12.13) that

This to

E (x) Jd (Sb) tion of

-e0 ture of
K7. Eq

Since E(-x) E(.x) it fulluow that

ENc/ E(t.x) V: - irn 2 c (Sc)

U :fj7 , (5d) The te:
to the
cur at

because the Integral Is equal to '. And in view of Equatlons (5a) and (5d) indeper
is depe

E | | 2 E(.C ) /7 (6) can be
arrang

A quantity which is the product a( independent variables tan be shown to ferent

have an expected value equal to the product of the expected values of the Indi- In p

vidual variables (14). Since the acceleration pulses that constitute the motions period,

under examination are Independent of 0, Equation (3) and (4) Imply Equati

E tt)=E 2 u E Op") (7)
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The number of pulses which have occurred at time t Ls Indepe*~rot dA ma.
Denoting this number by Nt. a further separatiwn d variables is pwatbiv.

(5) yielding

E t'A) = E.(Nt) E (LA) E(9IL) Ita)

x; and
the It there are a great many of these pulses, or If they occur at randumly wpaeod

e quan- instants, one can write
rom its

~ae aver-
eaof X. E (y2) -. -I 'Az . "'

Imilar
related

It follows from Equations (6) and (7) that

(5a) E (Nt, E lwt

This formula expresses the expected magnitude of the dirplarmrW as 1ar-

(5b) tion of time.
The quantity 2E(Nt)E(u')/Yr does not depend on the structurf bWt an lb ma

ture of the earthquake motion. This quantity may be den'Aed by the SymIba
IC. Equation (9) then becomes

'/2.

(sc) L 2 1a)

(Sd) The term K/t appearing in Equation (9a) may be seen to be dirtctly reratd
to the average number of pulses occurring in time t. Siuwe the pubes vs oc-
cur at closely spaced Instants, this average number is relatively cumtsUaSd

(Sd) Independent of time t. Therefore, the factor W/1t spearift ln 4quAta (W
Is dependent solely on the magnitudes of pulses that ctWrise thr molam. A

(6) can be evaluated, for example, by computing the responhes of a matueture s1-
jected to a number or motions consisting od a set or acceteratlus utbes tv-
arranged In different orders ud then taking the average . the (ilitgAly) dd.

Wn to ferent responses.
he Indl- In particular, If the structure is such that the farUan tio s ierildie snA

motions period, T, is small compared with the times I lna wich we are Mterrad.
Equation (9a) can be put In the form

(7) Ef -|,c,
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The value of the expected magnitude of displacement Is useful In establish-

Ing a basis for a uniformly male dcsign. Knowledge of the deviation from the
*expected' value which may be anticipated is also useful in this connection as
well as for comparing the effects of random motions with those of true strong-
motion earthquakes. The disperslon (squared standard deviation) of lxi canbe
obtained by means of the relationship (15)

( J7(1 4) * E(.x) -(E 1x.0), (1D)

From Equation (8) It follows that

(1X1) ' [Cir/O - I j( E >LI)L (11)

IL 0 O.s7 1 E (; ),D(lla)

Up to this point the structural response-primarily the expected magnitude
of the displacement-has been considered as a function of time. That Is.
formulas such as Equations (7 8, 9) refer to the response at a specified In-
stant. Thesc quantities are of no interest in themselves for design purposes.
What Is wanted is the probable maximum numerical value reached by these
responset. The delermination of these maxima is trealed In the following
rection.

B) Maximum lesponze

At present no completely general solution is available for calculating the
value of maximun response as a function of 4. Approximate conclusions are

developed here for 0 functions which characterize two classes of structures.
Qualitative conclusions are reached for other cases.

When 0 ls periodIc the process of selecting the maximunt lxi in response
to a given ground motion can be done in two operatIons. The first consists In
dividing the time Interval between the first and the last acceleration pulse in-
to portiona of duratlon T. the period of 0,-at most the last portion need have
a duration different from T-then finding the response at all division points
and selecting the rnaximuni numerical value. This maximum may be denoted
by maxlxrl. The ratio ElmaxlxTD/EJx(s)l where x(s) is the response that oc-
curs at the end of the ground motion, tat5 , is designated by the symbol C,.

C : =D -_ (12)

The second operation consists in Introducing a phase shift, say 0, smaller
than T and then selecting that value of B which maximizes max IXTI. The
largest max IXTI. found in this operation Is evidently the absolute maximun,
naLx |x| Iof response to the motion. For simplicity it will be designated by the
symbol X. We further define the symbols C, and C by Equations (13) and (14)

349-8



3lsh- C, = E(X)

on a s(13)
trong-
:an be

C10) C = CC*-___ (14)
£ I x(5)

As noted In the Introduction, a graph giving values or X as ordinates vs.
the period T as abscissa can be designated a displacement spectrum'. In-
stead of plotting values of maxixI as ordinates, one can plot mraxklx. The

(i1) resulting graph Is known as a velocity spectrum'. It can be shown that the
ordinates in a graph of pX vs. T have the same probability distributions as
those In a velocity spectrum. This relationship Is useful In studying the

(lla) characteristics of destructive earthquakes since the Important character-
Istics or the graph are more noticeable In velocity than In displacement spec-
tra.

11de When 11 has a period T/2, or Is symn;etric at Intervals of T/2, the first
tue operation may consist of dividing the earthquake duration s Into Intervals of

duration T/2 Instead of T. Under these circumstances the phase shift 6 in-
n- troduced In the second step need only vary between zero and T/ 2. This Is thesee. case for the sinusoldal and square-wave functions 4 considered below.

The quantity C, can be determined by reference to the theory or probabill-
g ty. It Is analogous to the probable maximum amount held by a player in a

game of chance at any one of a number of instants during the game. divided
by his probable final holdings. Proceeding along the lines suggested by the
theory it1s possible to show that for structural periods small compared with
the duration of the temblor (T<cs), C, Is nearly constant, independent of 'the and equal to 7r/2. The dispersion of mnaxxTI is fouxnd to be 0.17[E(n.axlxTI))'.

re The value of C, can be calculated for sinusoidal functions 45 by means of a
res. simple trigonometric transformation. Equation (1) can be put In the form

nse (16 17)

lain-
haven-its f{ J 7t X
oted 0
I oc-

(15)

(2tC|=(7I) ce r LT. 1S 4.;( +,

tIler In which a Is a phase angle. I Rg is assumed to be zero in the interval from

I. to t *+ T/2, the maximum x during this interval Is obtai1ned when sin(pt -a) * 1.
In., When the period of the structure is small compared with the duration od the

'y the ternblor (T<<s), neglect of the acceleration pulses falling within any one inter-
(14) val of duration T/2 does not introduce appreciable error. Confining attention

349-9
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tob aiew*e Wenal it cam b ovofi thai C, Is ,ry nearly equal to the ratIo
b.(_ Uw Lb e4dd cb W jl comptad from Cquailun (1Da)

aww W vav mwtd f rom Iqrt wpaoe (Pa).
Fra ~i"1' (0)

El hm ." ulkem (1k)

t' [ ;(r1,t (rt, 2 \o t 1s t. ti

The $_atw~o ma ~md frus Iaa1c (Pci I

Eh * ( K (lOb)

TWM l Moo d s * expnrlas (1I) ad (16b) we have

C r u (/2) (Z_. (17)

C TF / vZ 2 2 (18)

I. enctvl= vaib Ul blldt* od r*Wltlvly uniform crosr sectlon, func.
Ilat * lift a vqvM..vv sMwr, ar el "clal Interest (rig. 2&). ror
the" t_'.a s soaww btreater value d Ct Is found than In the case of
atsraoId 0 IfWloo. Tb*Wlore, In this ceuC C, , C,. ff12 and C * IT1
2.47.
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Another 4 function which occurs in the analysis of tall buildings is shown
In Fig. (2b). It coincides with a squarc-wave over some range, say tj, of Its
period, and is equal to zero elsewhere. Although In this case C, Is stilt ap-
proximately equal to 2r/2,C, may be considerably greater than In the case of
the functions previously considered. The difference in C, Is caused by the
fact Mat, 4 being zero part of the time, certain pulses affect the xT while
others do not. The phase shift 0, which Is greater than t, may Introduce
sets of pulses which had not previously entered the computation. The sharp-
er the function 4, the more pronounced will be the effect of the phase shift op-

5a) eration. In other words, C2 and hence C Increase as the Interval of time dur-
Ing which 4 differs from zero decreases.

The estimates of C, and hence of the ratio of the probable absolute maxi-
mum displacement or stress to the probable final displacement or stress, de-
rived from theoretical considerations based on the theory of probability have
been confirmed by empirical studies. For this purpose a number of motions
having pulses of random sign were constructed. The results of these studies
were in good agreement with the conclusions presented in the previous part
of this section. However, to interpret the results of this and other investiga-
tions of a like nature It is necessary to take account of the limited number of

16) acceleration pulses employed. It Is generally impractical to investigate fic-
titious motions having a large number of acceleratlon pulses; the computation-
al labor is too great, even for a structure of only moderate complexity. Val-
ues of C2. C2, and therefore C, determtned in this way are and ought tobe
slightly lower, than the predicted values given above which are based on a
theory which presumes a very large number of closely spaced pulses. Ac-
tually, within a cnnsiderable range of moderately large numbers of pulses,

Ia) C, was found to bt approximately 1.41 for both sine and square-wave 4 func-
tions as compared with the theoretical estimate of 1.f7 In both these cases.
The ratio C. was also found to be about 1.41 as compared with theoretical
estimates of C2 In the case of sine-wave and a slightly greater value In the
case of square-wave functions. The value of C found In this way was 2.00 for
both cases as compared with estimates of 2.22 and a somewhat greater value.
The check on the estimates of maximum response obtained In this way ap-
pears to be satisfactory. It should be remembered that what are being ob-
tained are essentially estimates of the probable maximum response and It

3b) must not be expected that these will agree precisely with calculations based
on a particular motion or motions.

The dispersion of * In the case of sinusoldal function Is of some Interest
In connection with comparIsons of structural effects of true earthquakes with
those predicted by possible 'substitute' motions, Including the class examined
herein. Since a complete analytical solution Is not available, the dispersion
was investigated by computing the response of a structure having a sinusoldal

17) 0 function (O -p psinpt) to motions of the type Ehown in Fig. 3. This motion
consists of 48 unit pulses, equally spaced at Intervals of 0.25 sec., and having
random sign. Fesponses to this motion were calculated by means of a graph-
Ical procedure (18). The maximum numerical values of these responses
(pX and X spectra) are shown tn Fig. 4. The dispersion was found to be

68) o (pJX) - 0.043pt2X where X Is the average value of X for all periods of
structures investigated.
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P&UPOW11 OF STnUVM ICU TO TRLUK APTI$NUAKE prolearl

The random rMiuwa treated ia the foregoing macttunx differ from true ratl

ePartlqwakta is aerer l "epctU. The principal differences are coasidered
W" 

Cquat
of 0

(Al In reality aceteerstlo rettes tan.*t be Instantaneous. This would Im. Figt

ply Weelorbila olfintte Ma119te lasling for Inflnittmimnal Intervals of varl

1im_. Aclvally ground accebalros are inite as are also the durations of C'C

swmit wores, A awthopd of correcting the computed cxpected spectrum or- and

AinAt to Account for thIs effect Is preoented In the next aection. It may be resj

sai here that the correction is not arge ti general, this

(DI The vartous kin, of sIsmic waves have different velocities. This Inst

aituallom glves rise to th distind phases or segments In recorded acceter- tuat

acrams. The firt ot 'prImary' pbaae contasns the waves of shortest period tenc

The wtodary pth lachades the waves having the largest average amplitude. ty

riaist otw tertiary at tMasingwerve phase Inclkdes the ground motions hay- is a

ing the longrst prid an smallest average amplitude of seismic waves. As puI!

ca opruslmllun to th vsrliloof d Seismic Intensity with time, It Is reason-

able to Assume a so dt o( Ure. regtnisw each having uniform Intensity, an

shows .wematicsliy in Vic. *.
A qvaMtty which is the sum n variables having a Gaussian probability dis.

tribetlln with respect to li1 will ItseLf have r Gaussian diptributlon with re- per

oped to time. Cocmcsime s draws In previous sections referring to responses upo

at specified Ists.*e ha" bee tferred from the Gaussian distribution of be

thve respow~s. 1lic te contributicn ot any me phase to the total struc- thec

bral repoan ba this datribtioa, these cancluimons are not affected by the In Ii

eaisnoc of disIlct phases. Wur.
Infu

(C) The accelerograme Li strang-anoim earthquakes published by the per.

U. 5. Comat ad Goeetic Survey indicate that In destructive earthquakes the tur(

grwad acceloratlon oacillaies rapidly from posiltive to negative values. U fin)

grwaW motions were trwly random, one would be entitled to expect Intervals

d eats-atgud pubeos. 71 perfectly random motion theory In therefore con

W cmpletely justilled eves within each phase of an earthquake. The lm- of a

partanceof this ad Wer departures from perfect randomness, as they f. t hia

led structural r _respoe, can be assessed by comparing predicted with cal- ves

wilated st~ructrl repon ss La actal earthquWakes wav

TM tn velocity "mectra sdltd by 0. W. Houaner AM. ABCZ (19) have

bts selctd for compariso with Ith spectra predicted by the foregoing ran Intc

doa mwioa theory. Actording to Cquatlin (lb), for sirmple structures, latt
cha.
on I

E (Y,) E ts CoC Fx esC Kcu.
hat

n fullows tha pg(X) and coisequently 1(tk)wught to show no consistent varla-

lion with T, at leat Po ong as Tfs io small. This is Iideed the case for the

spectra of actual earthpalues. Furthermore, It the ten spectra computed by

lomaner, from acaLJ evras lts accelerograa are averaged, the mean Is

very nearly a horlolst l fine within the rage of structural periods for which

the spectre hae bes obtalnd (approximately 0.2 lo 3.0 seconds). This av-

erage obiuld exhibit, approuimately, the characteristics of the expected or
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probable spectrum ordinates. The agreement between spectra of actual
earthquakes and 'expected' spectra generated by random motions is very
satisfactory.

On the other hand, the dispersions In velocity spectrums of actual earth-
quakes have been found to be approximately 0.125pVXa compared with a value
of 0.043p2XI or purely random motions, as discussed In the previous section.

tIm- Figure 6 shows the way in which the relative dispersion, o'(ptX') / E(pMX)
f varies with the sharpness of the variation in X (or in 4', or In the product

I CC). The comparison between responses to actual recorded earthquakes
jr. and to random acceleration pulses has indicated a good agreement In expected
)e responses. but a discrepancy in expected deviations from the average. From

this It seems justifled to conclude that the expected responses at specified
Instants are practically unaffected by the lack of perfect randomness In ac-

ler- tual earthquakes, but that this lack does have an Influence on the ratio C,
od tending to reduce It. Since any increase In C is attributable to the possibili-
ude. ty of selecting between Independent sets of pulses, It may be concluded that C
av- Is actually more nearly a constant for true earthquakes than It Is when the
As pulses have perfect randomness.
on-
,as CORRECTION FOR FriTE WAVE DU'RATION

dis- The velocity spectra of true earthquaker computed by G. W. Housner (19)
re- permit an estimate of the effect that the finite duration of selamic waves has
ises upon structural responses. From what has been said about the agreement

between these computations and the spectra predicted by a random motion
theory employing infinitely sharp pulses, it may be concluded that the effect.

the In the case of simple structures, Is negligible, at least down to natural struc-
tural periods of 0.2 sees. Below this natural period there Is not sufficient
Information available to permit definite conclusions. Such small fundamental
periods, however, are not of much structural Interest. In the case of struc-

ie tures which are not simple it Is of some interest to correct for the effect of
finite duration of selsmic waves.

Is It has been suggested (20) that, as an approximation to true earthquakes.
concentrated pulses be replaced by half-sine waves. The general appesrance
of accelerograms discloses important deviations from sinusoldal shape. For
this reason other wave shapes such as square and triangular have been Ia-

ii. vestigated. In this way it has been possible to assess the Importance df the
wave shape as well as the duration.

The effect of changing concentrated pulses Into finite pulse can tw takn
-an- into account by replacing the function 4 with a 'corrected' function C. The

latter must be such that the effects of a concentrated putse on a strwcture
characterized by the function oc are the same as the effects of a finite put"
on the structure characterized by 4,. The area under the finite palse accekt-
ation-time graph must. of course, be equal to the nugnitude Ao the Inst&Man-
eous pulse.

In accordance with the foregoing specification, the corrected functloa lor
hail-sine waves of duration tO (g (rm/2 t ) cos Yrtl/, for .t./2 < I < 42) In

v- >
Ich L 1 ~t. O
V. .
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where p0 a 7r/tc Is the circular frequency of the seismic wave. For simple Judging
structures, 0 Is also s6nusoldal and Equation (20) reduces to a reasonal

f former va

fc V _ )_- (21) duced Iror
when thes

>/ talAed by i
tgrettmerd

Consequently, if X. denotes the uncorrected maximum reLative displacement As may
of a simple structure, Is not ciit

lusted, all

E~x correspon,E (x) | j (22) uat *acuo
E o) I -( / e |.nllc nce.

Proceeding In a like manner for triangular shaped waves,

E-)_ 5 ( ( )L )| (23) flnIsorn I

the presnn ents. but
sr** PfrpQl

Similarly, square-shaped waves give, for simple structures by XD Ihe
withStArld,

E (x) r p IZp.1

The principal error associated with Equations (22, 23, 24) arises from the
tacit assumption that t. Is a constant. Alternatively, a frequency distribution
of tg such as that shown In Fig. 7 could be inveetigated. In this Figure t,, rep-
resents the duration of any seismic wave, the ordinates F are proportional to Th* coi
the corresponding amplitudes multiplied by the number of times that a wave nute duratl
of duration L' occurs before the maximum response takes place, and t, is now Equation (
the weighted average of to, using the ordinates F as weightlng factors. Since, Ihe undan
for any t, the response at a specified Instant, Ix(t)f, has a Gaussian probabil- quake, the
Ity distribution, the square of Ejxj Is proportional to E(x). Therefore, In the form Fol
case of variable l,, Efxj Is equal to the squire root of the weighted average of
the squares of EjxI that correspond to each t;. The weighting factors are
again the ordinates F In the frequency curve.

As will be seen subsequently, it Is justifiable to assume that ECK) Is pro-
portional to Efx|. Therefore the square of the ratio E(X)/E(X,) can be ob-
tained by averaging the squares of the ratios given by Equation (22) and using
as weighting factors the ordinates In Fig. 7. Here K Is

In Fig. 8 is shown the value of =(X)/E(X,) as a function of the ratio of the
period of the structure to the duration of seismic waves, 7/t,. Curves have
been plotted for hatl sine-wave, triangular-shaped, and square-wave pulses
of constant duration as well as for half sine-wave pulses having a distribution
of durations as shown in Fig. 7. For structures having a fundamrental period The qu
greater than six times the duration of the seismic wave the ratio between can and si
corrected and uncorrected expected maximum responses Is practically unity earthquak
for all the wave shapes Investigated.
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ludging from pubiished strong.no(ion ACcelerogrifna a velocity spectra
2 reasonable dc:ign value o( t. would lie between 0.05 and 0.10 sec. The
former value Is conservative and may be adopted in the absence of accurate
computations bared on meazured accelerccrams. Preferably t1, shold be de-
duced from the ordinates of velocity spectra within tUte ranue 0 - 0.20 c..
when these are available. The value of t, to be used in desitn can then be ob-

t1iIned by adjusting the time scale In Fig. 8 so as to get the beat poosiblr
agreernent with average spectra.

As may be Inferred from Fig. 8. the ware shape .elecled for LUs purpose
Is not critical. It the time scales of the curves oC F4g. 8 are proerlry d-
justed. all the curves can be made to agre, within Ibrwe percent with tLe
corresponding to halt-aine waves of ccovtant durAloni down to oaural periods
Tx tL, or about .05 seC. Shorter nalurzl periodo harr little strwctural Pig9

nificance. The assumption of half-sine wave shapes of cnataM dnrt vrhn is
s:ll11f4ctory for practical appllcatlons.

APPLICATIO0 TO DESICH

From the point of view of the designer. Intereet crittrs in the dLapl*rt-
ments or forces which the structure under cmnider-tion must withatand. Ioe
ttae prcaent, (he point of view adopted La that of deulln tor certaln diaptam-
TI.ents. but If the structure behaves eastIcally, dilppacemenwt and stres,
are proportlonal and can be converted to equlvaien ntallc tomrn. DV*ctW
by XD the displacement which a point of the struclut r should be 6.4igd to
withstand, it follows from Equations (9) and (D9) ths! XD 1 give. by L* rMM-
hand sides of these equations when 1 is chosen so an to make Iir" ltrms as.
large as possible. That Is.

Xp l K 4tj tc t)t t(-$ru

The corrected function, 4p, In used In place of 0 to takl WcCould of the fi-
nite duration of seismic waves. This function to deitned La terms o by
Equation (21). When (and hence c) to periodic -ad, . lAIs orten the L.
the fundamental period T IC small compared with Itr duration of tb* earth-
quake, (he criterion expressed by Equation (25) can be writte La a simpletr
form. Following Equation (9g)

X |T J 'ro 6

Here K Is defied as In Equatlon 19b)

<1 E ( t4) E (rt).n

The quantity K (ft. per teC.) in a measure of t(e earthuake i"cosity. St
c:&n and should be determined from accelerogram records of itronC-rntioln
earthquakes such as those obtained by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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HI may be noted that the function 0 deprnds upon the natural frequencies
nod mode lhapep of the structure. In prtctice thin nivan that the prellminary
deolgn niu uw carried to a point at whicht the frequencies of the structure
can be rslirnaled before Ihe design deflectilo. XD, are determined. This
nokardnos isn common to structural dst.n In gcnerrl. Even a rimple trus8s
putJerted to static loads canntA be derigred until lit dead weight li known.
Thin Informaltm In turn can be obtained rnly front a prellminary design, or
Irtsm [be examinatiron of similar rltructur:on.

It la, ti course, to be understood that In designing for Ihe dlsplacementXD
or for Ihw correspondine Equlvalent taltlv forccs, i factor of safety approprl-
air to lth uncertainty In materlal propertie and static lodingo Ic to be in-
cluded. In addition, the earthquake intrntity factor, K. ought leso to contain
a turther lsclor of safety. As noted In [hi Introdurtlon, the Intensity of earth-
quake fnr which a structure 0hwuld be denigned In dependent upon the selsmic
reord of Ito mile, lhe publIc Importance 4 the rtructure, and on econonmlc
eoiaiderationn. When (hip choice hax been nisde, however, denign by mean:
of rquations (25) and (20) Innuren a uniform strength in tho renne that nopart
trf Cho atructure IN rverdexigned or underdlesigned. All have in equal proba.
billy of rurcrssfullr resisting ground mollon. Dy xclectirn a design Intens:,-
ty. K. correspordnd g to an Intenpe temblot. that probability may be made very
high.

The lne funetIons whuoe pum gives the °c of Equalion (20) may be re-
gcrded a. Its rourlrr e'xpansion of 0 The Integralit of the products of dUf-
If-rent terma cancel over an Interval i. £ quAtilon (27) can therefore be writ-
(en In [hp (arm

(23)

where XhI drnto Ite square of Ihe drsip-n dlsplacvrninl Ihat the point under
runaladralila wmtd has' wilh rOrpect to lhe ground, it the structure vibrated

Int Ut I'M mode alone. The symbol Inilcates that these quantitlie are to be

summed for all ad (2e mcdes of the struc(!rs which are to be considered.
1qvgkos (21) Ld (U) are applicable to structures whose fundamental

perisn *re* short compared witlbh te arl qua duration. Although this re.
WrWi=s still Iaede tbe majority of ott jetural came', the use of these equa-

Ilona wt T Is larP or O to markedly ap-orlodic may result In error on the
wtutah med. In this case, Iqutilon (25) auut be used. Thr use of this equa.
tla s oomenwhea hampered by Ue prvnea lack of quantitatlive data on the

lime-Varialloo of ll(? which ehierm tdo IC. It la possible, however, to find
u wppor limit for the design rrstra. tt was, noted, Fig. 5 conatitutel' a
gitl osppr=lmatll to the variation of M(o) wilth tIme. It to conservative to

Clswl CIh firsi ad third phates of rarth jukeskr and tIo assume a constant Ir.-
telnsity fur Ch secuary, ptaaz which Is ritoa ere, This anisurnpilon ltynl,

to predict propurtilairly greater responw-r' for structures In which T/s IJ
lrge. U 11s durallm of the Pecondary ph'io In de-tructive carthquakes la
deatituead 1w', thew. oirpiiftticaum Sirvei. an vstimnaLt for design purpuser.

may bw estimated to be ,13 soe.
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turc XV ' I gC 29
r'his .( )
. trust
own. where t, In eeconds. fr. selected so as to maximize the radical.
in, or Equations (25, 20, 28. 29) have been dorived from Equation (1) for dli-

placemcnts rclative to the ground. Since expressions similar to Equation /1)
aentXD can be estabilshed for stressics, bending moments, and equivalent statical
proprl- forces, It Is cicar that the deisign values ol these types of response can be
Ic In- obtained from Enquations (25, 26. 28. 29) by substitutlrZ the respon. e In quec-
anlaln (ion for XD. It Is, of course, necessary to substitute the corresponding 4¢
t earlh- In the right band ierncbers.
~clsmlc
an.lc CONCLU$ IONS
.nean~s
nopart The present work has led to a banis for the design of earthquake-reslst:mnt

nroba- structurcs. The scope of the material developed here is lln.lted to cares In
otensi- which the design dlistortion.i are small enough fo that the behavior of the
le very structure i cissentlaliy elaztic and to ntructures founded on firm ground.

The structures may have any number of dlerecs of freedom. Both ntructure
re- and ground mry have Internal viscous damping. Under theSe conditions
of dif- structural rcsponses, at any time t, can be obtained froms expressionn of the
i writ- form

(28) R(.t) e J XJtt':tpc- )L- (. 30)

In which the response I? can be a displac emnent relative to the ground. a xtresm.
l under or a bending moment; xr Is the ground ro;ntion; i Is a function of the structure.
'ibrated independent of the ground motion and cqual to the responrse generated by 2

.rc to be suddcn unit change of ground velocity.
Considering the origin and properic:. of carthquake nwollons It has beer.

ed. concluded that they can be rcplaced for purposes of Structural desIgn by near-
1ita ly random motions. This conclusion hW; beer. =ubstantlated by comparitor. of
Is re- the spectra predicted by a random rotUin theory with those of actual destruc-
lc equt. tive strong-motlon earthquakes recordecl by the U. S Coast and Geodetic Sur-
on the vey.
oqua- tSy means of the theory of probability, a method for computing deoign val-

lhe ues of responses has becn developed. S:ructures de:;gned to withstand the-t'
j [Ind responses wJll be of uniform strength It. the sernse that all parts will hive
es a equal probability of successfully with;t:mndIng a temblor. Different parts (t a
lve to structure will not be relatively over- or under-designed. When the ratio
tant In- T/s (T f lundamental per:od of structurc', F carthqujakc duration) Is nsmall,
in tends the design v.ilue of n 1l
/a is
isi la K (31)
poses, RD = t< C-gr{

where K (ft. per sec.) is a me.surc of thc earthquake' Intennity and I fis g1 vtn.
approximately, by

!'
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Yt A (32)

Ln (him eqvation . In the avlh erar srilmIc wave dur alton, ard p0 - Tnt 0.
Ttw deslgn value ivrsn styrri for n` can be put 1i the form

RpD r JS (33)

in which 1'DI is the dinlgn rcnpwume associated wlih the I 'th nalural mode
and H is the tiumtwr f dtegrer of freedoum d1 the Mructure.

Tws*e .apreomnlo usually give uatitsactory resulut f lfowleer, when T/n
is rkA mmall they err an the unsafe side. An upper limit to the deslgn value
can bp computed from the expresslon

Ro a Kt ;!Jt;JT 1 (34)

In which tv .pp'ros. 10 Pre.) in twe duration of Wle second phase of (Ie earth-
quake mut1wn and I lot eirierd su as IJ nmaximliv the right hand nidc.
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